Title: METHOD OF MAKING SURFACE-SIZED PAPER/BOARD

Abstract: The invention relates to a method of making surface-sized paper/board. The web to be treated in the method is after surface sizing passed to a treatment process for providing a desired drying shrinkage and/or increase of drying stresses to create thereby a desired effect on the flexural strength and/or bulk of paper/board.
Method of making surface-sized paper/board

The present invention relates to a method of making surface-sized paper/board.

In printing paper and board, a high flexural strength/bulk ratio is desirable for adequate runnability and printability. Flexural strength can be increased e.g. by surface sizing, as well as by various gradient structures (multiple structures as well as gradient calendering).

An objective of surface sizing is to improve the strength properties of paper or board, such as internal bond strength (interlaminar strength) and surface strength (picking). Chemicals for use in surface sizing are water-soluble polymers, comprising predominantly starches because of the attractive price thereof. The raw material for starches includes plants, such as corn, wheat, barley, potato, tapioca, etc., the tubers, seeds, etc. thereof being sources of starch. Starch \((\text{C}_6\text{H}_{10}\text{O}_5)\) consists of straight-chain amylose and branched amyllopectin. Other chemicals for use in surface sizing are e.g. various cellulose derivatives (CMC), as well as polyvinyl alcohol (PVA).

Flexural strength is reduced in calendering as the web compresses, resulting in a lower thickness and reduced bulk. Calculated flexural strength increases linearly as a function of thickness according to the following formulae:

\[
S_1 = \frac{E_1 h_1^3}{E_2 h_2^3}
\]

\[
E_1 = h_2
E_2 = h_1
\]

\[
h_2 h_1^3 = h_1^2
h_1 h_2^3 = h_2^2
\]

wherein

\(S_1\) and \(S_2\) represent flexural strengths of calendered and uncalendered paper, respectively, and
h₁ and h₂ represent thicknesses of calendered and uncalendered paper, respectively, and
E₁ and E₂ represent elastic moduli of calendered and uncalendered paper, respectively.

The following general description deals with paper and board grades, as well as various calendering and coating processes for use in the manufacture thereof.

**Paper and board grades**

A wide range of various grades of paper and board are in existence and can be divided on the basis of basis weight in two categories: papers with a single ply and a basis weight of 25-300 g/m² and boards made in multiply technique with a basis weight of 150-600 g/m². As noted, the dividing line between paper and board is fluctuating, the boards of lowest basis weight being lighter than the heaviest papers. Ordinarily, paper is used for printing and board for packaging.

The following descriptions are examples of presently employed values for fibrous webs and substantial deviations from the given values may occur. The principal source publication for the descriptions is Papermaking Science and Technology, Papermaking Part 3, Finishing, edited by Jokio, M., published by Fapet Oy, Jyväskylä 1999, 361 pages, and Papermaking Science and Technology, Paper and Board grades, edited by Paulapuro, H., published by Fapet Oy, Jyväskylä 2000, 134 pages.

Printing papers made of mechanical pulp, i.e. those with a wood content, include newsprint, uncoated magazine and coated magazine paper.

Newsprint consists either completely of mechanical pulp or may contain some bleached softwood pulp (0-15%), and/or some of the mechanical pulp can be replaced by recycled fiber pulp. General values for newsprint can probably be considered as follows: basis weight 40-48.8 g/m², ash content (SCAN-P 5:63) 0-20%, PPS s10 roughness (SCAN-P 76:95) 3.0-4.5 μm, Bendtsen roughness (SCAN-P21:67) 100-200 ml/min, density 600-750 kg/m³, brightness (ISO 2470:1999) 57-63%, and opacity (ISO 2470:1998) 90-96%.
Uncoated magazine paper (SC = supercalendered) comprises generally 50-70% of mechanical pulp, 10-25% of bleached softwood pulp, and 15-30% of fillers. Typical values for calendered SC paper (including e.g. SC-C, SC-B, and SC-A/A+) are basis weight of 40-60 g/m², ash content (SCAN-P 5:63) of 0-35%, Hunter gloss (ISO/DIS 8254/1) of <20-50%, PPS s10 roughness (SCAN-P 76:95) of 1.0-2.5 μm, density of 700-1250 kg/m³, brightness (ISO 2470:1999) of 62-70%, and opacity (ISO 2470:1998) of 90-95%.

Table 1 shows typical values for coatable papers which contain mechanical pulp. (MFC = machine finished coated, FCO = film coated offset, LWC = light weight coated, MWC = medium weight coated, HWC = heavy weight coated)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MFC</th>
<th>FCO</th>
<th>LWC</th>
<th>MWC</th>
<th>HWC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>basis weight, (g/m²)</td>
<td>50-70</td>
<td>40-70</td>
<td>40-70</td>
<td>70-90</td>
<td>100 – 135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunter gloss (ISO/DIS 8254/1), (%)</td>
<td>25-40</td>
<td>45-55</td>
<td>50-65</td>
<td>65-70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPS-s10 roughness, (μm) (SCAN-P 76/95)</td>
<td>2.2-2.8</td>
<td>1.5-2.0</td>
<td>0.8-1.5 (offset) 0.6-1.0 (roto)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>density, (kg/m³)</td>
<td>900-950</td>
<td>1000-1050</td>
<td>1100-1250</td>
<td>1150-1250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brightness (ISO 2470:1999), (%)</td>
<td>70-75</td>
<td>70-75</td>
<td>70-75</td>
<td>70-75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opacity (ISO 2470:1998), (%)</td>
<td>91-95</td>
<td>91-95</td>
<td>89-94</td>
<td>89-94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Coated magazine paper (LWC = light weight coated) contains 40-60% of mechanical pulp, 25-40% of bleached softwood pulp, and 20-35% of fillers and coatings. HWC (heavy weight coated) can be coated even more than twice.
Woodfree printing papers made of chemical pulp, i.e. fine grade papers, include uncoated and coated printing papers based on chemical pulp, wherein the proportion of mechanical pulp is less than 10%.

Uncoated printing papers based on chemical pulp (WFU) have 55-80% of bleached birchwood pulp, 0-30% of bleached softwood pulp, and 10-30% of fillers. In WFU, the values fluctuate a great deal: basis weight 50-90 g/m² (up to 240 g/m²), Bendtsen roughness 250-400 ml/min, brightness 86-92%, and opacity 83-98%.

In coated printing papers based on chemical pulp (WFC), the amounts of coating fluctuate a great deal according to requirements and intended application. The following are typical values for once- and twice-coated printing paper based on chemical pulp: once-coated, basis weight 90 g/m², Hunter gloss 65-80%, PPS s10 roughness 0.75-2.2 μm, brightness 80-88%, and opacity 91-94%, and for twice-coated, basis weight 130 g/m², Hunter gloss 70-80%, PPS s10 roughness 0.65-0.95 μm, brightness 83-90%, and opacity 95-97%.

Release papers have a basis weight which varies within the range of 25-150 g/m².

Board making involves the use of chemical pulp, mechanical pulp and/or recycled pulp. Boards can be divided e.g. for the following main categories according to intended application.

Corrugated board provided with a liner and a fluting.

Boxboards for making containers, boxes. Boxboards include e.g. liquid packaging boards (FBB = folding boxboard, LPB = liquid packaging board, WLC = white-lined chipboard, SBS = solid bleached sulfite, SUS = solid unbleached sulfite).

Graphic boards for making e.g. cards, files, folders, casings, covers, etc.

Wallpaper bases.

**Calendering**
The surface properties and thickness profile of various papers and boards are processed by calendering to meet the requirements of a printing method and further processing. Coated grades are typically precalendered before a coating process and subjected to final calendering after the coating process.

Calenders are grouped in machine calenders, soft calenders, and multi-roll calenders. A machine calender has typically 1-2 nips and both nip-forming rolls are hard rolls. A soft calender has generally 1-4 nips and at least one of the nip-forming rolls is covered with a soft cover. A multi-roll calender has generally 5-11 nips. The roll assembly of a multi-roll calender includes both heated rolls and soft cover rolls.

Special calenders include e.g. a wet stack calender, a breaker stack, and long-nip calenders.

Wet stack calender is more or less identical to a multi-roll machine calender, yet totally different in terms of calendering process. Wet stack calender makes effective use of a moisture gradient, the web arriving at the calender only having a moisture of about 1-2%. Wet stack calender is provided with water boxes for forming a water film on the web surface upstream of a nip, said film being pressed to the web surface in the nip. Thus, the web only becomes wet at the surface, whereby the surface receives more calendering than the overdried interior. Wet stack calender is employed as a precalender for several board grades.

Breaker stack is a machine calender located in the drying section of a paper machine.

Long-nip calenders include a shoe calender, which has a soft belt around a shoe roll and in which the nip length is typically 50-400 mm, as well as belt calenders. The traditional belt calender consists of a soft calender's thermal roll, a belt loop, and a backing roll inside the belt loop, the latter being either a hard roll or a soft roll. The belt runs over the backing roll and guide/tension rolls. A special embodiment of the belt calender is a metal belt calender, wherein the calendering belt comprises a metal belt which travels around guide rolls and establishes, together with a counter-element, typically a roll, a long nip zone having a length of even more than 5000 mm. Inside the belt loop can be further provided a press element, e.g. a
deflection-compensated roll, which can be used for establishing a nip point of higher compression load midway across the long nip zone.

**Coating techniques**

With coated paper grades and coating as a method becoming more and more popular, the coating processes and equipment are challenged by increasing demands. In coating procedure, more specifically in pigment coating procedure, the surface of paper is formed with a layer of coating color at a coating head, followed by performing the draining of excess water. The forming of a coating color layer can be divided in supplying a coating color onto the surface of paper, i.e. application, as well as in adjusting the final amount of coating. The most important pigment coating method is so-called blade coating, in which the amount of coating is adjusted by means of a so-called doctor blade. The most common types of blade coating heads include a blade coater provided with an applicator roll and a blade coater provided with jet application. The coating process additionally involves the use of a so-called film transfer coater, the use of which has recently become more and more common. Another new technique being introduced involves the use of curtain coaters.

From a practical standpoint, the most essential difference between various coating devices relates to the application process and especially to the penetration occurring therein, i.e. to the penetration of a coating color into the paper.

In the manufacture of high-grade coated printing papers, more and more attention has been lately paid not only to high quality but also to productivity. Quality has likewise become a more important aspect in light coated papers of a bulk product type. Nearly all coaters are under pressure of raising quality, productivity, and running speed.

In applicator-roll application included in blade coating, the application is effected by using a roll rotating in a coating pan for picking up coating color onto the bottom surface of paper carried by a backing roll. The applied amount is normally 200-250 g/ m². In applicator-roll application, the coating color penetrates effectively into
base paper. In addition, the fibers of base paper have time to swell prior to
doctoring, thus increasing the paper's roughness volume.

In jet application, the coating color is in turn supplied directly onto the web surface
by means of a nozzle. An advantage over the applicator-roll application is the
absence of a rotating roll and hence improved aptitude to high running speeds.
Another advantage is a less powerful pulse of application pressure, resulting in
improved runnability. In jet application, the web wetting process is an intermediate
between a applicator roll and a short dwell. In jet application, the applied amount is
typically 130-220 g/ m².

In short dwell application, the coating color is delivered into an application chamber
located immediately behind the doctor blade, one side wall of said chamber being
constituted by a moving paper web supported by the backing roll. The moving
paper web develops vortices in the application chamber and the coating color has a
flowing speed on the paper web's surface which is equal to the paper web's speed.
In short dwell application, the wetting of paper is slight as the application zone is
subjected to a low pressure and the effective range is short. The swelling of paper
fibers occurs partially only downstream of the doctor blade, which roughens the
surface smoothed by the blade. Thus, the coating smoothness obtainable by a short
dwell coater is inferior to what is achieved by applicator-roll and jet coaters.

The amount of coating remaining on the surface of paper is influenced by a wide
range of variables. When such properties of base paper as roughness, porosity, and
water absorption, are increasing, the amount of coating will also increase. Likewise,
when the dry content and viscosity of a coating color are increasing, the amount of
coating will increase. On the other hand, an increase in the water retention capacity
of a coating color reduces the amount of coating. When the stress, working angle
and blade thickness of a doctor blade are increasing, the amount of coating will in
turn be reduced. As for other factors, an increase in running speed as well as an
increase in application pressure lead to an increase in the amount of coating.

In addition to the above-described blade coaters, the coating and surface treatment
can also be implemented by other devices. The following describes a few most
commonly employed options. The size press unit consists of two rotating rolls. In
this alternative, the coating color to be applied onto the surface of a web is applied to the web in a pond present between the web and the rolls. In addition to surface sizing, the size press can also be used for pigment coating. The amount of coating will be about 1,0-2,0 g/m²/side. A problem in the standard size press has been instability of the application pond at high rates of running speed.

Attempts have been made to eliminate the problem by designing film size presses, wherein a layer of coating or sizing agent desired on the surface of a paper web is first applied to the surface of press rolls, the layers passing therefrom to paper in a nip between the rolls. The employed application devices comprise units like short dwell coaters. Advantages gained by the apparatus include a controlled application even at high running speeds and a possibility of pigment coating (2-6 g/m²/side). Furthermore, the coating color can have its dry content increased with respect to a standard size press. The coating of film coating colors can be carried out either in a one- or two-sided manner. The runnability of a film transfer coating process is usually good with respect to blade coating. Compared to blade coating, the coating layer obtained by film transfer coating usually conforms better to the contour and has more coverage in that sense. It is not possible, however, to achieve high amounts of coating by film transfer coating.

In air brush coating, the application of a coating color is performed either by a single- or a multi-roll blade application apparatus or by means of a nozzle. Adjustment of the amount of coating and smoothing of the surface are in turn performed by means of an air jet. Air brush coating is used almost exclusively in board coating because of an excellent coverage provided thereby. Downsides include a limited running speed of the method and quite low dry contents of the coating color. The coating layer formed by an air brush is of a consistent thickness, conforming to the surface contours of paper.

Accordingly, basic solutions today in terms of coating a paper web are provided by short dwell and applicator-roll coaters, equipment based on jet application, and film size presses. An all-purpose general coater is yet to be designed.

Blade coating in its various forms is and seems to remain also in the future the most common coating method. As running speeds increase and areas for applied
coating expand, the applicator roll will probably be replaced almost totally by solutions based on jet application.

One emerging new technique is also a so-called curtain coating technique. Curtain coaters can be divided in slot-fed or slide-fed coaters. In a slide-fed curtain coater, a coating is set flowing along an inclined plane and a curtain develops as the coating trickles over the plane's edge. In slot-fed application beams, a coating is pumped through a distribution chamber to a narrow vertical slot, a curtain developing along its lip and trickling down to the web. A coating can be applied in one or more layers. Compared to blade coating, curtain coating applies a much lesser force on the web and thus results in fewer disruptions caused by breaks in the paper web, thus improving runnability. Curtain coating is not capable of providing a smoothness equal to that achieved by blade coating, but the coverage obtained thereby is better than what is achieved by blade coating. The principal idea has been that the curtain coater would eventually replace the air brush.

It is an objective of the present invention to provide a solution capable of improving the flexural strength and bulk of surface-sized paper/board with respect to values obtained by standard surface sizing and subsequent calendering. In order to accomplish this objective, a method of the invention is characterized in that the web to be treated in the method is after surface sizing passed to a treatment process for providing a desired drying shrinkage and/or increase of drying stresses to create thereby a desired effect on the flexural strength and/or bulk of paper/board.

Preferred embodiments of the invention are defined in the dependent claims.

The inventive method enables providing an equal flexural strength with a smaller amount of surface sizing agent or with a smaller amount of material as compared with a traditional method.

The invention will now be described in more detail with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:
Fig. 1 shows the relationship of a calculated and measured flexural strength with the thickness in specimens subjected to two different calendering processes,

Fig. 2a shows the effect of the amount of surface sizing agent and its drying process on the basis weight of paper,

Fig. 2b shows the effect of the amount of surface sizing agent and its drying process on the thickness of paper,

Fig. 3 shows the effect of the amount of surface sizing agent on the bulk of paper,

Fig. 4 shows the effect of the amount of surface sizing agent and its drying process on the bulk of paper, and

Fig. 5 shows the effect of a paper web spreading on the thickness of paper.

According to the invention, it has been discovered that the flexural strength and/or bulk of surface-sized paper/board can be improved by following the surface sizing with a treatment process for inhibiting or limiting a drying shrinkage effect to provide increased drying stresses. This phenomenon is based on a drying shrinkage promoting effect of starch, whereby the inhibition of drying shrinkage after the addition of starch leads to increased drying stresses. An increase in drying stress works at fiber level the same way as wet straining, i.e. the thickness of paper increases. The paper thickness promoting effect of wet straining is a phenomenon known as such, e.g. from publication Papermaking Science and Technology, part Paper Physics, pp. 82-83, edited by Niskanen, K., published by Fapet Oy, Jyväskylä 1998. The development of drying stresses can also be encouraged by expanding the web.

Referring to Fig. 1, the relationship of calculated and measured flexural strength to thickness has been illustrated in specimens calendered by two different procedures. The calendering procedures were soft calendering and long-nip metal belt calendering, the latter being designated with letters PN in Fig. 1. In soft-calendered
measured specimens, flexural strength is reduced as a function of thickness as can be expected on the basis of calculated flexural strength. Between calculated and measured flexural strength is discovered a level disparity, which is presumably due to a rough, fiber-violating treatment delivered by soft calendering. The level disparity is not observed in the metal belt calender as the compression takes place with fibers in a plastic state. The measured flexural strength of metal-belt calendered specimens does not deteriorate as a function of thickness as steeply as the flexural strength of soft-calendered specimens. For example, the flexural strength in a metal-belt calendered specimen at the thickness of 100 µm is approximately 34% higher than in a soft-calendered specimen, respectively at the thickness of 85 µm the flexural strength improves by about 58% relative to soft calendering and by 27% relative to calculated flexural strength. By using metal belt calendering in a treatment process downstream of surface sizing, the drying of a web can be effected while the web is supported in a closed nip established between the metal belt and a roll to enable a controlled development of drying stresses. By virtue of controlled drying shrinkage/stresses, the web will improve both in terms of its tensile strength as well as its flexural strength and bulk. This results in major savings in raw materials as well upgrades in quality. The adhesive effect of a surface sizing agent is enhanced in metal belt calendering as a result of temperature, moisture, dwell, as well as load, because the sizing agent (e.g. starch) melts/softens/plasticizes during a calendering process. In compression, the interfibrinous adhesive joints experience strengthening of interfiber bonds, interfibrinous adhesive bonds, as well as an enlargement of effective bonding area. The bond strength increases as plasticized fibers, lignin or chemicals added into paper become bonded/give strength to bonds already there. The formation of bonds requires a high moisture content. Such moisture levels are not achievable in traditional calendering methods. It is likely, however, that the moisture in paper be distributed unevenly, whereby local moisture contents (e.g. in starch molecules) might reach quite high levels indeed. Thus, the formation of hydrogen bonds, for example, between starch molecules or even between fibers would be possible.

Fig. 2a illustrates the experimentally discovered effect of the amount and drying process of a surface sizing agent on the basis weight of paper, and fig. 2b shows the effect of the amount and drying process of a surface sizing agent on the
thickness of paper. It can be seen from fig. 2b that the thickness of paper can be increased by restricting drying shrinkage.

Fig. 3 illustrates the effect of the amount of a surface sizing agent on the bulk of paper. As shown in fig. 3, surface sizing results traditionally in a bulk reduction of about 4-5%.

Fig. 4 illustrates the effect of the amount and drying process of a surface sizing agent on the bulk of paper. On the basis of fig. 4, it can be seen that increasing the amount of a surface sizing agent leads to a deterioration of bulk. However, bulk can be improved by inhibiting the drying shrinkage subsequent to surface sizing.

Fig. 5 shows the effect of a paper web spreading on the thickness of paper. The degree of spreading was 0% and 2% and the paper web had a KAP of 42%. A spreader roll can be designed e.g. by fitting the roll with separately bearing-mounted roll end pieces provided with vacuum holes, said end pieces engaging web edges by means of said vacuum holes and said roll end pieces being installed in an angular position guiding the web edges outward. It is indicated in fig. 5 that the thickness of paper increases as the spreading proceeds.
Claims

1. A method of making surface-sized paper/board, characterized in that the web to be treated in the method is after surface sizing passed to a treatment process for providing a desired drying shrinkage and/or increase of drying stresses to create thereby a desired effect on the flexural strength and/or bulk of paper/board, such that the measured change of flexural strength is 45-95% less than the calculated change of flexural strength at the same fibrous web thicknesses, and that the fibrous web increases 0.5-10% in thickness with respect to a not surface-sized fibrous web.

2. A method as set forth in claim 1, characterized in that the treatment process is performed by a metal belt calender, which enables applying to the web a compression and heat treatment procedure of a desired duration and intensity.

3. A method as set forth in claim 1, characterized in that the treatment process is performed by a spreader roll, provided with elements for engaging web edges and for guiding the edges in a manner expanding the web.

4. A method as set forth in claim 3, characterized in that the engagement elements comprise separately bearing-mounted roll end pieces provided with vacuum holes, said end pieces engaging web edges by means of said vacuum holes and said roll end pieces being installed in an angular position guiding the web edges outward.

5. A method as set forth in claim 1, characterized in that the treatment process is performed by a Condebelt dryer.
Figure 2a
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